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Ladies and Gentlemen: 

As a participant in the September 2 Debt SettlementWorkshop, I commend the 
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) in its efforts to improve consumer debt relief 
products and servicesavailableto the of consumers in financial distress. 
Accordingly, I am submitting the be included in the FTC's formal record 
pusuant to the Telemarketing R41101. 

Over the last four years, I have re o this period as the "Double Financial Bubble" 
whereby housing price appreciation enco soaring household debt loads that featured 
artificially inflated home e g credit card debt levels. Unfortunately, 
consumers and the US government (eg, s) were not concerned by Fannie 
Mae paying off Visa as d the financial laws of gravity. 
Today, most "upside down" homeo ing to pay Visa with MasterCard while 
coping with employment instabil collection actions. In comparison, the 
banks that issued their credit cardsand o d their mortgages have been provided avariety 
of public subsidiesin order to d plans while cowing with their own 

CURRENT 

As a scholar that has studied consumer 
to recognizethe unprecedented, perilous 
significanceto the ongoing recession and 

ECONOMIC CONTEXT 

credit and debt for over twenty years, it is crucial 
ccbndition of the American household its 
consequential impact on the US economic recovery. 

Indeed, as one of the first researchers forecastthe collapse of the US housing 
bubble and subsequentrecession, the examination of consumer debt relief 
servicesmust recognizethe recent to extraordinry increase in household 
debt. That is, sharply diminished lende-both secured (houses, 
HELOCs, autos) and unsecured encouraged by the risk 
incentivized retail banking short-term profitabilityof 
investment banks' 



financial insolvency issues. This inequity en Wall Street and Main Street should not be 
ignored by the Commission in its efforts ate regulatory policies that balance the 
extraordinary financial distress on Ids as their debt loads W e r  dampened the 
government's efforts to promote a economic recovery. Indeed, how the issue 
of consumer debt relief is addres ant impact on the pace of the US 
economic recovery and long economic security. 

UNDERESTIMATED SCALE OF ~ONSUMERDEMAND. First, I would like to 
address the scope of the problem as it re1 to fhe consumer debt relief industry. On page 
420 14 of the Commission's summation debt relief industry in the August 19,2009 Federal 
Register, it states that 78% of 91.1 million f iouseholds possess credit cards and, with a 
delinquency rate of 6.5%, the overall populrztion of Americans that are in need of debt relief 
services is approximately 5.9 million However, as affirmedby the US Bankruptcy 
Courts, individuals execute and both individuals and couples may file for 
relief through approved discharge and petitions. And, a large proportion of 
households include more than two number should be adjusted to at least 1.5 at 
risk debtors. Furthermore, the end of the 2ndQuarter of 2009 exceeded 
8.0%. As a result, the number debt relief services is closer to 11 million 
rather than the cited 5.9 million. 

CURRENT POLICIES OF CREDIT CARD COMPANIES. Second, as explained in my 
recent article, the business model of the credit card industry is fundamentally bankruptcy in the 
aftermath of the "Double Financial Bubble " The large number of account holders that do not 
generate substantial finance and fee revenue together with the collapse of the "cross-marketing" 
revenue bundles (mortgage, auto, insurance, brokerage, investment banking fees) that buttressed 
the arguments for the Financial Services Modernization Act of 1998, is resulting in an 
increasingly unfavorable collections envircnment for consumers. That is, credit card companies 
are inadvertently driving millions of to seek debt relief due to sharply rising finance 
rates, dramatic reduction in lines of $5.5 trillion in 2006 to $3.1 trillion today), and 
reluctance to pursue reasonable policies due to inflexible prudential bank 
regulatory policies in assessing consumer debt capacity. 
The result is Counseling Services (CCCSs) 
consumer counseling and debt manageme4t plans as well as consumer and small business debt 
relief programs including bankruptcy. 1 

FAILURE OF CCCS DEBT MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS. Third, the assumption that 
debt management plans (DMPs) administered by nonprofit CCCSs can satisfactorily address the 
consumer debt crisis belies the reality of e~~ormousdebt levels, upwardly adjusting home 
mortgage loans, negative home equity, employment instability, falling real wages, 
rising expenses such as health care and the sudden shift in consumm absorbing a 
greater shareof the cost of CCCS plans. The latter is particularly 
important as the creditor "fair 15% to as low as 0 and 
typically 4-5%). have actually 
increased their Indeed, due to 



rapid consolidation in the CCCS industry, a boqtbly "'fair share9' contribution fiom a single 
credit card company can generate millions 4dollars per quarter to the largest companies. The 
result is that CCCSs are becorni g to the dictates of creditors (such asT
negotiating less desirable interest rating financial condition of their 
clients. The coalescence of these facto leQ to a crisis in the CCCS industry. That is, DMPs 
are becoming less important to tbe o enues of large CCCSs (partially mandated by new 
federal regulations) and rising costs to has led to substantial decline in the proportion 
of consumers that can qualifjr for a the major CCCSs accept less than one out of 
ten consumers that contact them for debt management assistance. And, comparable to the 
success rate of Chapter 13b h p t c y  reor$anization plans, less than30% will succeed. This is 
a crucial issue as the number of ,consumers eeking debt relief programs will increase sharply 
AFTER the recession is over. i 

PROPOSED FTC RULES FOR DEBT RELIEF SERVICES 

In regard to the specifio "rules" that are being considered by the Commission, I have 
several specific issues that I would like to in regard to general business operational 
issues of the debt relief industry and their to the proposed Telemarketing Sales Rule 
(TSR). My comments will be three topics: (a) What are the 
products and services offered, (c) what are appropriate 
disclosures in presenting the 

CALCULATION OF CONSUME^. DEBT CAPACITY. First, and most importantly, the 
major omission in the formulation of new regulations of the debt managementlrelief industry is 
the failure to promote a standardized methydology for e stimating consumerhousehold debt 
capacity. This is crucial in determining a consumer is enrolled in the most appropriate 
debt managementlrelief program. The of traditional loan underwriting standards 
over the last decade has incapacitated cs such as debt-to-income ratios and FICO 
scores. The bankruptcy reform legi intended to rectify this flaw through 
the formulation of a standardized ' ly replaced with a facile regional 
median income and debt loan measures. entral issue is the objective and standardized 
estimate of consumer debt capacity that debt distressed consumers with 
the most appropriate debt assi DMPs (full payment plus 
interest), (b) less than full balance p ans, and (c) consumer bankruptcy. Once 
consumers are placed in the most debtor assistance program, then performance can 
be more accurately assessed and gulations can be formulated. For example, the 
most notable deficiencies in the qualifi criteria of these different programs is: focus on 
individual rather than household and local taxes in assessing financial capability, 
ignore tax filingand homeownership to calculate adjusted gross income, imprecise 
estimate of available cash flo4 acoo household structure, tend to overlook court imposed 
payments, and inability to assess other farlily/gersonalfinancial obligations. The result is an 

irn~reciseestimate of consumkr repawept canability that contributes to falling DMP success 
rates and lack of creditor confidence in de4t relief p r o m s .  In terms of fulldisclosure. I have 
spent the last four years r e d g  an obiective and hi& reliable "Res~onsible Debt Relief" 



I 

al~orithm/softwarethat is the most accurate estimate of individual and consumer debt revavment 
capability. 1 1 1  

The development of an assessment tool assists consumers in both 
clearly defining their debt assistance program as well as more 
efficiently guiding a particular program to the next most 
appropriate longer satisfy-ing the payment 

of a less than full balance payment 
as to the best debt assistance 
debt relief plan. 

The lack of discussion over and reliable "means test3'--standardized in my 
methodology through the calculation of nthly cash-flow-is shocking due to the profound 
implications that is has on the sele lief plans and the formulation of debt 
concession programs. For example, I p that all debt distressed consumers be initially pre- 
screened for eligibility in a CCCS DMP. is, the ability to repay over 100%plus interest 
over the period of the plan (eg. 48 mo 1f 'a consumer can not satisfy this minimum 

threshold, then the consumer regarding hidher options: debt relief or 
bankruptcy. Hence, with an filter, such as a consumer debt capacity 
assessment, it is not possible for co at should enroll in DMPs to be enrolled in debt 
settlement/relief plans. In d metric can be established for the different 
programs based on a speci debt repayment capability. 

Second, an objective, empirical e of consumer debt capacity is the basis for 
ayment program. For example, if a consumer opts 

for a debt relief program rather thanb tcy, then the assessment would be recalibrated for a 

specific amount. For instance, a 36 mo ent plan with a total of 15% fees. The 
net payment to the creditors. If, for 

assessment fees. Furthermore, with this ach, creditorswill expect accompanying 

to the consumers' creditors. 



After the specificationof the the serviceprovider, it is crucial to explain 
the payment process to consumers. s of debts are included in the plan such as 

Fdermore, based on my research and 
knowledge of the repayment a debt relief company should mandate 
restrictionson communicati and their creditors. The issuance of "cease 
and desist" letters fiom provides a false sense of security 

essfullynegotiated and there is not any threat of 
impending legal action. encouragecommunication 
between clients and cre and efficient completion of the 
debt concessionpro se the expected costs and net 

(size of debt settlements), order 
of accountsto be f potential litigation (how does 

lihood that accounts will be 
11a successfulaccount 

'credit report, and 

offers. The reasons that this model is entally flawed is as follows. First, settlement 
companies will begin with client acco have the smallest balances and/or with "fkiendly" 

sionto consumers that the remaining accounts 
will proceed in a similarmanner. Seco 

know if the offer is realistic and thus sho accepted. The result is that consumer debt 

It is mv recommendation that pro-rata 
debt mnoession plans rather tdan the more 
approachensures that the cost and process 
consumers. Furthermore, this method offers 

~avmentvlans for all creditorsbe established in 
typical. serial debt settlement mogams. This 
of thedebt relief plan can be clearly disclosed to 

several other related benefits such as early 



agreement with creditors (within six m o n ~  that reduces possibility of litigation and that some 
agreements can be made before "charge-oq so pa t  reports to credit reporting bureaus are as 
favorableas possible. Otherwise, by defini o~(ser ia l  account settlements necessitate "charge- 
off' before payments are made to creditors fhi+ increase the likelihood of lawsuits and the 
most damaging reports to credit reporting bkeabs. Finally, consumers should always retain 
control over their financial resources and ndt deposit their funds into a third-party escrow 
system. In a pro-rata distribution plan. codumers send monthly payments to their creditors-- 
including service fees-that obviates the need for a large b'upfiont'' fee to their service providers. 
Under the pro-rata distribution plan, service fees are earned on a monthly basis for each account 
that is in revavment status. I strongly di that a serviceprovider should receive a major 
portion of the expected service fees t three months of the plan. Also, disclosure 
must include a clearly explained refund Consumers should be able to obtain a refund for 
most of their fees during the first 120 

Third, disclosure of the effectiveneds of the debt relief program. Consumersmust be 
provided information on performance n annual customer retention and completion 
of the program. For example, f accounts that have been settled is not 
informative since smaller card ated. The essential metrics that must be 
reported are the percent of cli within 39 months and the average 
saving in percentage terms net of ALL Too ofien regulators report the percentage of 
customers that have completed the plan the total number of all clients rather than the 
appropriate "cohort" analysis which is th e that started and finished within the agreed 
upon time period. Other imp e: percentage of settlements that are 
consummated after "charge-off," per that filed for bankruptcy and dropped out 
of the plan, list of creditors that do plan, and annual retention rates. Also, it 
is important to disclose the length of time service provider hasbeen operating and the 
number of complaints andlor 1 it over the last three years. 

In conclusion, it is my hope that FTC rules will promote a fundamental 
reform and regulation of the debt that is based on empirical and precise 
estimates of consumer repayment debt concession options has increased 
dramatically over the last five over the next 2-3 years. The 
success of the regulation of far-reaching consequences on 
the national bankruptcy and future lending 
policies. It is my flawed 
and essentially 
clients. 

government regulatory incentives. the current consumerdebt "charge-off' policy can 
and should be reformed to be+t and borrowers following the adoption of 
innovative collection/recovery it is crucial to promote a vigorous and 
consumer-friendly debt relief balanced regulatory flamework. Without 



an objective approach to capability, I fear that the proposed 
regulations will not that are responsive to the ongoing 
consumer debt crisis. 

Sincerely, 

Robert D. I 

Filene Resear President 
Responsible Debt Relief Institute 


